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RESEARCH QUESTION
Do mining taxes improve the quality of life through public
goods/services in mining regions?
...If they cannot, what cost mining regions are paying?

POTENTIAL ANSWER
• Even when mining regions receive extra compensation
through mining taxes compensation, there is not
significant evidence to support a equivalent provision of
public goods than non mining regions.

• More alarmingly, urban systems shows a negative gap not
only in standard public goods as recreational and cultural
activities, but also in critical variables as public education
indicators.

MINING
TAXES AND
LOCAL
FISCAL
REVENUES
According to the Law
19.143: property tax on
mineral concessions is
the only levy going in
direct benefit of localities
hosting the extraction,
which by law must be
allocated towards the
enhancement of their
residents’
welfare
(Rivera and Paredes,
2017)

MINERAL
CONCESSIONS
BY REGION
2007–2013

EFFECT I: MINING
TAXES AND PUBLIC
GOODS
“…To identify the effect, we compare the benefits of
the tax on mining localities using two counterfactual
groups of non-mining localities. We control for timeinvariant and time-variant unobservable factors
through both a fixed-effects and an instrumental
variable fixed-effects estimator. Results show that
the mineral tax increases the provision of only
two out of four indicators of public goods. Further
evidence suggests that local mineral taxation crowds
out other local taxes.

EFFECT II: MINING
TAXES AND PUBLIC
EDUCATION QUALITY
“…This article contributes to cover this knowledge
gap with a unique experimental framework proposed
by the Chilean tax system. In particular, mining law
indicates that municipalities above an exogenous
threshold are able to keep this extra income. We use
this Regression Discontinuity Design to identify the
causal effect in public education indicators of the
mining communities. Our results show that the
mining municipalities these have a worse
educational performance. In addition, the levels of
spending in public education are not significant, which
accounts for the disadvantaged position in relation to
the high dependence on extractive activities.

COST I: INCREASING FLYIN/FLY-OUT TOWARD
MINING REGIONS
“…The importance of Long Distance Commuting (LDC)
has increased as a result of the continuous reduction of
transport costs. This paper formalizes the relationship
between LDC and wage through a job search model
where a commuting time variable is included. The paper
proposes that LDC be compensated in wage and be
increasing in distance, and that the regions which receive
more commuters pay a higher premium wage. The
results suggest an average premium of 19% for LDC.
However, the applicable rate depends on the workplace
location of each commuter, and thus it might be as high as
40%”

COST II: INCREASING FLYIN/FLY-OUT TOWARD MINING
REGIONS WITH HIGH-SKILL
WORKERS
“…Along with more and cheaper transportation
alternatives, the use of FIFO/DIDO systems have
importantly increased in last decades around the
world, which has translated to FIFO/DIDO systems
operating even when already established cities are
present in extractive regions. This paper uses the
case of Chile, one of the most important mining
countries in the world, to explore whether and in what
extent these labor systems influence wage
compensations. We find that FIFO/DIDO
commuters
obtain
an
average
wage
compensation of 2.4 per cent per commuted
hour.”

COST III: LACK OF
ECONOMIC INCENTIVES TO
START UP AND
ENTREPREUNERSHIP
“The results indicate that while most of the
variation in these three outcomes is explained by
individuals traits, place-related variables account
for a non-negligible share of spatial variation.
Second, as suggested by occupational choice
theories, the propen- sity of being in self-employment
positively correlates with larger expected earning
differentials, but only in the case of employers. This,
along with other results, suggests that while
employers seem to choose their occupational status,
own accounts in Chile seem to respond to factors
pushing them into self-employment.”

COST IV: HIGH COST
OF LIVING IN
MINING REGIONS
Mining regions are, at least, 20% more
expensive than no mining regions in
Chile. This implies a lower purchasing
power, higher probabilities for falling
down poverty line and real depreciation
of any public investment in this regions

COST V: RESOURCE CURSE
AND HETEROGENOUS
REGIONAL EFFECTS
“…This paper contributes to the resource curse
literature by discussing its theoretical causesacross
scale (regional vs. national eﬀects) and highlighting
the empirical challenges involved in the analysis of
mining economic impacts across regions. We
complement the discussions by econometrically
modelling economic growth across nonmetropolitan
substate regions of Australia during a period of
resource windfalls, ﬁnding that in most cases,
resources have been a blessing for local
economies, although negative eﬀects have also
been experienced in parts of the country”

POLICY DISCUSSION
•Tax mining collection enough to assure a better quality of
governance in local mining counties?
•Is necessary a higher transference from national to local
municipalities?
•Is the current institutional design providing the right
incentives avoiding substitution effects?
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